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1. INTRODUCTION
w xLet k be a field, A s k x . We identify an element f in the dual space
 .  .  n.A* with the sequences f s f , f , f , . . . , where f s f x forn nG 0 0 1 2 n
n G 0. A is a Hopf algebra with x primitive, i.e., the comultiplication D is
given by putting D x s 1 m x q x m 1 and requiring D to be an algebra
morphism from A to A m A. Thus
n
nn i nyiD x s x m x , for all n G 0, .   /i
is0
n .  .the binomial coefficient. The composite map A* m A* ª A m A * ªi
 .A*, defines a convolution product on A*, where the first arrow is the
 . .  .  .canonical identification f m g a m b s f a g b , and the second arrow
is D*. Concretely A* is an algebra under the convolution product
n n .  .  .  .f ) g s h , where h s  f g for n G 0.n n n n is0 i nyii
 .   .The algebra A has a continuous dual coalgebra A8 s f in A* ¬ f J
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4s 0 for some cofinite ideal J of A , i.e., ArJ is finite dimensional.
 .  .  .D f s g m h for g , h in A8 means that f ab s g a h b for all a, bi i i i i i
in A. It is well known that if A is a Hopf algebra, then A8 is also a Hopf
algebra. In particular, A8 is closed under the convolution product on A*.
w xSince a cofinite ideal J of A s k x is just a nonzero ideal generated by
 . r ry1  .a monic polynomial h x s x y h x y ??? yh , the condition f J s 01 r
means that f s h f q ??? qh f for all n G r, i.e., f is linearlyn 1 ry1 r nyr
 .recursive, satisfying the recursive relation h x . Thus the space of linearly
recursive sequences forms a Hopf algebra, whose product is the convolu-
w x w xtion product. See P-T and T3 for a development of this structure, and
w xK, Mo, S for Hopf algebra background.
n .Let q be a nonzero element of k, the Gaussian polynomialqi
 .  .  . .n !r i ! n y i ! , whereq q q
q ny1
ny1n s s1qqq???qq and n !s n ny1 ??? 1 . .  .  .  .  .q q q q qqy1
n .If q s 1, then is the ordinary binomial coefficient. In this paper, wei
will show that if q is a root of unity, then the space of linearly recursive
 .  .sequences is closed under the quantum convolution product f ) g sn q n
n n .  .h , where h s  f g . We also show that this is not the casen n is0 q i nyii
 .when q is not a root of unity Section 6 .
We first obtain this result in the framework of a duality result concern-
ing bialgebras in the braided monoidal category of modules over a quasitri-
 .angular Hopf algebra Sections 2 and 3 . In Section 5, we obtain the
closure result by a direct combinatorial computation. In particular, we can
display a recursive relation satisfied by a quantum product in terms of
relations satisfied by the factors.
2. QUASITRIANGULAR BIALGEBRAS
A bialgebra H is called quasitriangular if there is an invertible element
R in H m H such that
Dop h s RD h Ry1 , for h in H , 1 .  .  .
D m I R s R R , 2 .  .13 23
I m D R s R R . 3 .  .13 12
op .  .Here, D h s h m h , where Dh s h m h Sweedler notation . We2 1 1 2
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 .also use e.g., in Section 3 the notation Dh s h m h . If R s R m1. 2. i
RX , then R s R m RX m 1, R s 1 m R m RX , and R s R mi 12 i i 23 i i 13 i
X w x w x1 m R . The terminology is due to Drinfeld D . See also K , where H isi
called a braided bialgebra.
We consider the category M of left H-modules. M is a braidedH H
monoidal category. The monoidal structure uses only the bialgebra struc-
 . ture of H. If M, N g M , then M m N g M , where h ? m m n s  h ?H H 1
.  . Xm m h ? n . The braiding in M uses the matrix R s R m R and is2 H i i
 .given by the twist map t : M m N ª N m M, where t m m n sM , N M , N
 X .  . R ? n m R ? m . If H is cocommutative and R s 1 m 1, then t isi i M , N
the usual twist map.
 w x.A bialgebra H is called coquasitriangular see Mo if there is a bilinear
 :  .  .form , in H m H * which is convolution invertible in H m H *, such
that
 :  : h , k k h s  h , k h k , 19 .1 1 2 2 2 2 1 1
 :  : :h , k l s  h , k h , l , 29 .1 2
 :  : :hk , l s  h , l k , l . 39 .2 1
Let M H be the category of right H-comodules. If M g M H with
 .comodule structure map r : M ª M m H, we use that notation r m s
m m m , m g M, m g H. Then M H is also a braided monoidal0 1 0 1
category. The monoidal structure uses only the bialgebra structure of H
 .and is given by r m m n s m m n m m n , and the braiding is given0 0 1 1
 .  :by t m m n s  n , m n m m .M , N 1 1 0 0
 .An algebra coalgebra, bialgebra, Hopf algebra in a braided monoidal
category is one whose structure maps are morphisms in the category.
Tensoring algebras or coalgebras involves the braiding. If A and B are
 w x.algebras in the category, then so is A m B see Ma2 via
Imt mI m mmB, A A BA m B m A m B 6 A m A m B m B 6 A m B.
Similarly, if C, D are coalgebras in the category, then so is C m D via
D mD Imt mIC D C, D6 6
C m D C m C m D m D C m D m C m D.
In particular, if A is a bialgebra in the category, then D : A ª A m A isA
an algebra map in the category, where A m A has the above algebra
structure using t .A, A
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3. DUALITY
The object of this section is to show that if H is a quasitriangular Hopf
algebra with a bijective antipode S, M the braided monoidal category ofH
left H-modules, and A a bialgebra in M , then A8 is also a bialgebra inH
M. This extends to Hopf algebras in M.H H
For any V g M , V * admits a left H-module structure defined byH
 . .   . .hf x s f S h x . In general, the dual of a morphism in M is also aH
Ãmorphism in M. For h g H, denote by h the linear endomorphism on VH
which maps x ¬ hx for x g V. This notation will be used in the proof
without further explanation.
 .Let A, m , m , D , e be a bialgebra in M andA A A A H
A8 s f g A* ker f > an ideal of A of finite codimension , 4
where A is an H-module and m , D , m , and e are the multiplication,A A A A
comultiplication, unit, and counit of A, respectively, and are morphisms in
 U U .  U U .M. It is generally true that A8, m , m is a coalgebra and A*, D , eH A A A A
 w x.  U U .is an algebra see S . Actually, A8 is a subalgebra of A*, D , e . BeforeA A
proving this lemma, let us recall some basic facts about an algebra B. For
f g B* and a, b g B, define
a © f b s f ba , .  .  .
f £ a a s f ab . .  .  .
£ and © defines a B-B-bimodule structure on B*. We have the
 w x.following lemma see Mo .
LEMMA 3.1. Let B be an algebra and f g B*. Then the following are
equi¨ alent:
 .i ker f = a finite codimensional ideal of B.
 .  .ii dim B © f - `.
 .  .iii dim f £ B - `.
 U U .LEMMA 3.2. A8 is a subalgebra of A*, D , e .A A
Proof. Suppose R s n r m r . For f , g g A* and a, b g A,is1 1 i 2 i
fg £ a b s fg ab .  .  .  .
s f m g D ab .  .A
s f m g D a D b .  .  . .A A
s f m g a r b m r a b , .  . . . 1. 2 i 1. 1 i 2. 2.
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 .  .where D a s a m a and D b s b m b . Therefore,A 1. 2. A 1. 2.
fg £ a b s f a r b g r a b .  .  . .  . . 1. 2 i 1. 1 i 2. 2.
s f £ a m g £ r a r m id D b . .  . .Ã . 1. 1 i 1. 2 i A A
Therefore,
n
Ufg £ A : D r m id * f £ A m g £ A . .  . . .Ã A 2 i A
is1
Since f , g g A8, the left-hand side of the above containment is finite
dimensional. Hence, by Lemma 3.1, fg g A8. For a, b g A,
a © eU 1 b s eU 1 ba s e ba s e b e a .  .  .  .  .  .  . .A A A A A
s e a eU 1 b . .  .  . .A A
U U U .  .  .Therefore, A © e 1 : ke 1 . Hence, e k : A8.A A A
 .op  .copSince A8 is an algebra as well as a coalgebra, A8 and A8 are an
 .opalgebra and a coalgebra, respectively. We denote by m the multipli-A8
 .op  .op  .copcation in A8 and by D the coproduct on A8 . Clearly,A8
op opU Um s D t and D s t m , .  .A8 A A8 A
where t is the usual twist map.
By the above remark, A* is an H-module and so are A* m A* and
 .  .A m A *. Let j: A* m A* ª A m A * be the natural embedding, de-
fined by
j f m g a m b s f a g b .  .  .  . .
for f , g g A* and a, b g A. In general, j is not an H-module homomor-
phism unless H is cocommutative. However, jt is a morphism in M.H
 .op  .op  . opLEMMA 3.3. jt : A* m A* ª A m A * is an algebra map
in MH
Proof. It is straightforward to check that jt is an H-module map. Let
 .op  .opu m ¨ , f m g g A* m A* and a m b g A m A.
jt f m g ? u m ¨ a m b .  .  . .
s jt r u f m ¨ r g a m b .  .  . . 2 i 1 i
i
s j ¨ r g m r u f a m b .  .  . . 1 i 2 i
i
s ¨ a g S r a u S r b f b .  .  .  . .  . 1 1 i 2 2 i 1 2
s ¨ a g r a u r b f b , .  .  .  . 1 1 i 2 2 i 1 2
w xby Theorem VIII.2.4 of K ,
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jt f m g jt u m ¨ a m b .  .  .
s j g m f ? j ¨ m u a m b .  .  .
s ¨ m u m g m f a m r b m r a m b .  . 1 2 i 1 1 i 2 2
s ¨ a u r b g r a f b .  .  .  . 1 2 i 1 1 i 2 2
s jt f m g ? u m ¨ a m b . .  .  . .
Therefore, jt is an algebra map.
 .THEOREM 3.4. Let H, R be a quasitriangular Hopf algebra with a
 .bijecti¨ e antipode S. If A, m , m , D , e is a bialgebra in M , thenA A A A H
  .op U  .op U .A8, m , e , D , m is a bialgebra in M. Moreo¨er, if A is a HopfA8 A8 A H
algebra in M with antipode S , then A8 is also a Hopf algebra in M withH A H
antipode SU.A
 .Proof. i A8 is an H-submodule of A*. By means of Lemma 3.1, it
 .suffices to show that A © hf is finite dimensional for any h g H and
f g A8. For a, b g A,
a © hf b .  .
s f S h ba .  . .
s f S h b S h a since A is an algebra in M .  .  . .  . . .  . 1 2 H
s f S h b S h a .  . .  .  /2. 1.
$
s S h a © f S h b . .  . .  /1. 2.
$
s S h * S h a © f b . . .  . .  /2. 1.
$
 .Therefore, A © hf : S h * A © f . As the right-hand side of the .2.
previous inclusion is finite dimensional, A © hf is finite dimensional.
 .  .opii m is the composite mapA8
DUjt A
A8 m A8 ª A m A * ª A*, .
U  .opand D is an H-module map. Hence, by Lemma 3.3, m is a mor-A A8
U  .  .  .phism in M. Since m A8 : j A8 m A8 and jt : A8 m A8 ª j A8 m A8 isH A
an isomorphism, the composition map
U  .y1m jtA
A8 ª j A8 m A8 ª A8 m A8 .
is a morphism in M. However, the composition map is the same asH
 .op  .op mUAD and so D is a morphism in M. The maps A8 ª k andA8 A8 H
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k ªeUA A8 are obviously H-module homomorphisms. This proves that
  .op U .   .op U .A8, D , e is an algebra in M and A8, m , m is a coalgebraA8 A H A8 A
in M.H
 .  .op  .op  .op  .opiii The map D : A8 ª A8 m A8 is an algebra map.A8
U op  . opSince m : A m A ª A is a coalgebra map, m : A* ª A m A * isA A
 U .y1  .  w x.  .opan algebra map. Note that A8 s m j A* m A* , cf. S . Hence A8A
 U .y1  op op. ops m jt A* m A* is a subalgebra of A* by Lemma 3.3. SinceA
 .op U < opjt D s m is an algebra map, the injectivity of jt yields that A8.A8 A
 .op  .op  .op  .opD : A8 ª A8 m A8 is an algebra map in M.A8 H
Finally, suppose S is the antipode of A in M. Then for f g A8,A H
a g A,
a © SU f b s f S ba .  .  . .  .A A
n
w xs f r S a r S b by Ma2, Lemma 2.3 .  .  . . 2 i A 1 i A
is1
n
s f £ r S a r S b . .  . .Ã 2 i A 1 i A
is1
Therefore,
n
U U UA © S f : S r f £ A . .  .ÃA A 1 i
is1
U  . U  .As the right-hand side is finite dimensional, S f g A8 and hence S A8A A
 . SUA: A8. By i , A8 ª A8 is an H-module homomorphism. Furthermore,
SU f f a s SU f a f a .  .  . .  . . A 2. 1. A 2. 2. 1. 1.
s f m f a m S a . .  . 1. 2. 1. A 2.
s f a S a . . 1. A 2.
s f e a 1 . . A
s eU mU f a . .  . . A A
 .op U . .op U UTherefore, m S m id D s e m . Similarly, one can proveA8 A A8 A8 A A
 .op U . .op U Um id m S D s e m .A8 A8 A A8 A A
This completes the proof of the theorem.
Remarks. Lyubashenko considered this kind of duality in the cocomple-
tion C of a rigid braided monoidal category D. Our category M is theH
category of all left modules over a quasitriangular Hopf algebra H. Our
 .category is not, in general, such a cocompletion. For example, if H s U L ,
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L a finite dimensional semisimple complex Lie algebra, the cocompletion
of the finite dimensional H-modules is not all the H-modules. Thus, our
w xsetting is not a particular case of the framework of Ly .
Let H be finite dimensional. Then our category of left H-modules is the
cocompletion of the category of finite dimensional left H-modules, which
is a rigid braided monoidal category. For A an algebra in M , H aH
quasitriangular Hopf algebra, our A8 is the colimits of all finite dimen-
sional quotients ArJ, which we show is indeed in M. The construction ofH
w xA8 in Ly would involve only finite dimensional quotients ArJ, where J is
an object in M. However, we note that in this setting the two versions ofH
A8 coincide. This follows from the following proposition.
PROPOSITION 3.5. Let H be a finite dimensional Hopf algebra, A an
algebra in the category M. If f g A* ¨anishes on an ideal of A of finiteH
codimension, then f ¨anishes on an H-in¨ariant ideal of A of finite codimen-
sion.
Proof. In order to prove this statement, it suffices to show that for each
finite codimensional ideal I of an H-module algebra A, I contains a finite
codimensional H-invariant ideal. Denote by A8 the usual dual coalgebra of
the algebra A. Since A is a left H-module algebra, A8 is then a right
H-module coalgebra where the right H-module action is given by
fh x s f hx .  .  .
for f g A8, h g H, and x g A. The proof of this is essentially the same as
 .  .the proof of Theorem 3.4 i , with S h replaced by h. Let I be a finite
H   . 4codimensional ideal of A. Then I s f g A* ¬ f x s 0 for x g I is a
finite dimensional subcoalgebra of A8. Then I H H is also a finite dimen-
 H .Hsional subcoalgebra of A8. Hence, J s I H is a finite codimensional
ideal in A and J ; I. Moreover, J is H-invariant.
4. THE QUANTUM PRODUCT OF LINEARLY
RECURSIVE SEQUENCES
w xLet q be a primitive nth root of unity in k. Let A s k x . In this
section, we show that the space A8 of linearly recursive sequences is closed
m m .  .  .  .under quantum convolution f ) g s h , where h s  f gq m is0 q i myii
for m G 0.
Let G be the cyclic group of order n generated by g. The group algebra
w xH s k G is a Hopf algebra in the usual way, with D g s g m g for g
in G. H is a quasitriangular Hopf algebra with respect to R s
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 . ny1 yi j i j.  w x w x.1rn  q g m g see Ma1, Prop. 2.1 or Ma2, Example 1.7 .i, js0
Thus M is a braided monoidal category.H
w x i j i j jWe consider A s k x in M by g ? x s q x . It is easy to see that AH
 l m.is an algebra in M. The braiding t is given by t x m x sH A, A A, A
l m m l .q x m x . For
ny11
l m yi j i m j lt x m x s q g ? x m g ? x .  .  .A , A n i , js0
ny11
yi j im j l m ls q q q x m x . . /n i , js0
Write l s an q r, m s bn q s with 0 F r, s - n. Then
ny1 ny11 1
yi j im j l yi j i s jrq q q s q q q n ni , js0 i , js0
ny1 ny11
i s j ryi.s q q .  /n is0 js0
If i / r,
nryiny1 q y 1 .
j ryi.q s s 0. ry iq y 1js0
 l m. r s m l . l m m l .Hence t x m x s q x m x s q x m x . Then A m A is anA, A
 i j. l m. j l iql jqmalgebra with x m x x m x s q x m x . We consider A as a
bialgebra in M by putting D x s 1 m x q x m 1 and requiring D to be anH
 . .  .algebra map in M. Note that x m 1 1 m x s x m x but that 1 m xH
 .  .  w x.x m 1 s q x m x . The q-binomial theorem see K then gives that
m m m i myi n .D x s  x m x for all m G 0. Note that x is primitive, sinceis0 qi
n . s 0 for 1 F i F n y 1. The counit e of A is given as usual byqi
 i.e x s d . One checks easily that D and e are morphisms in M , e is0, i H
an algebra map in M , and thus A is a bialgebra in M. A is a HopfH H
 .  .algebra in M with antipode S defined inductively. S 1 s 1 and S x sH
m my1 m i myi .  .  .yx. Then S x s y S x x for m ) 1.is0 qi
 .We stress that A is not a bialgebra Hopf algebra in the usual sense,
but rather is such in the braided monoidal category M. As an algebra inH
M , A is not commutative. In fact, x does not ``commute'' with itself,H
2  .  . 2since x m x ª x , but t x m x s q x m x ª qx . Similarly, A is notAm A
generally cocommutative as a coalgebra in M.H
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The results of Section 3 now show that the space A8 of linearly recursive
sequences is a Hopf algebra in M. The convolution product in A* isH
m m .  .  .  .given by f ) g s h , where h s  f g . Thus we have:m q m m m is0 q i myii
THEOREM 4.1. Let q be a root of unity in k. Then the space of linearly
 .  .  .recursi¨ e sequences is closed under the product f ) g s h , wheren n n
n n .h s  f g .n is0 q i nyii
Remark. Theorem 4.1 also follows from the corollary in Section 3.5 of
w xLy . See the remarks at the end of Section 3 and Proposition 3.5.
 4Since H is quasitriangular, H* is coquasitriangular. Let h , . . . , h0 ny1
 2 ny14  j.be the basis of H* dual to 1, g, g , . . . , g , i.e., h g s d . Then H*i i j
 :  . .  . yi j w xis coquasitriangular via h , h s h m h R s 1rn q . A s k x isi j i j
H *  i. i ny1 i jin M via r x s x m  q h . Note that the structure of A in Mjs0 j H
 .is the rational left H-module structure induced by r. The twist on A m A
in M H * is the same as that in M. In this case, we know from M that A8H H
is closed under quantum convolution.
 i j: i jWe consider H as coquasitriangular via g , g s q . This comes from
 :  wthe bicharacter on G with g, g s q. See Mo, Examples 10.2.6 and
x. H  j. j j H10.2.7 . A is in M via r9 x s x m g and the twist t in MAm A
remains as before.
The dual quasitriangular structure on H* is given by R9 s ny1 qi ji, js0
j j .h m h . A is in M via h ? x s d x , where j ' j mod n, 0 F j F n yi j H * i i j
 .1. This is the rational left H*-module structure induced by r9. The twist
t in M again does not change.A, A H
The last two paragraphs might appear redundant, since H s kZ isn
 .self-dual i.e., isomorphic to H* as Hopf algebras . However, we note that
the structure of H as coquasitriangular Hopf algebra works also for kZ,
 :where we do not require that q be a root of unity. We write Z s g with
g of infinite order, to compare with the previous situation. Then we define
 i j: i j  j. jg , g s q for all i, j G 0. A is a right kZ-comodule via r9 x s x m
j  i j. i jg for j G 0. The twist t remains the same, i.e., t x m x s qA, A A, A
 j i.x m x for all i, j G 0. In Section 6, we will show that if q is not a root of
unity, then A8 is not closed under quantum convolution.
For a Hopf algebra A in M for a quasitriangular Hopf algebra H, oneH
 .can construct an ordinary Hopf algebra called the bosonization B A of
 w x w x w x .  .A. See Ma2, Theorem 4.11 , Ma3 , and R . We compute B A for
w x  .A s k x and H s kZ as above. As an algebra, B A s AaH is then
smash product of A and H. Thus A s Aa1 and H s 1aH are subalge-
 . .  .  .  . .bras, and 1ag xa1 s g ? x ag s q xag s q xa1 1ag . Identifying
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x with xa1, and g with 1ag, then gx s qxg. The coalgebra structure
 . ny1 yi j i j.depends on R s 1rn  q g m g . Theni, js0
ny11
yi j j iD 1ag s q 1a g g m g ? 1 ag .  .  . .  .n i , js0
ny11
yi j jq1s 1a q g m 1ag . . /n i , js0
ny1 yi j jq1 jq1  yj . i.Now  q g s  g  q . The inner sum is 0 unless j s 0i, js0 j i
and then it is n. So, with our identification, D g s g m g. Similarly,
1
yi j j iD xa1 s 1aq g m g ? x a1 .  .  . .n i , j
1
yi j j iq xaq g m g ? 1 a1 .  . .n i , j
1 1
yi jqi j yi j js 1a q g m xa1 q xa q g m 1a1 . .  .  /  /n n i , j
yi jqi j j  1y j. i. q g s  g  q . The inner sum is 0 unless j s 1, and it isi, j j i
yi j j j  yj . in if j s 1. Thus the sum is ng. Also,  q g s  g  q . The inneri, j j i
sum is 0 unless j s 0, so the sum is n. So, in the shortened notation,
 .  : nD x s g m x q x m 1. Thus B A s k g, x with g s 1 and gx s qxg,
D g s g m g, and D x s g m x q x m 1. This is related to the finite dimen-
w x  y1 .sional Hopf algebra constructed in T1 , which is now denoted H q ,n
where the additional relation x n s 0 is imposed.
One can also compute the bosonization of A in M , and the co-H *
H H *  w x.bosonization of A in M and M see Theorem 4.14 of Ma2 .
The cobosonization of A in M H is isomorphic to the bosonization of A
in M described above. The bosonization of A in M and its cobosoniza-H H *
tion in M H * are isomorphic. One finds that h x s xh , Dh s i iy1 i jqlsi
 ny1 i .  . h m h , and D x s  q h m x q x m 1 for B A in M all indicesj l is0 i H *
. ny1 iare modulo n, i.e., between 0 and n y 1 inclusively . Since y s  q his0 i
is a grouplike element of H* with y n s 1, and yx s qxy, the four con-
structions are all isomorphic. This is not surprising, since H and H* are
dual Hopf algebras, and the left module structures are rational duals of
w xright comodule structures. See Ma4 for details.
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5. COMBINATORIAL ASPECTS
Let q be a primitive nth root of 1. We give here a direct proof that if
 .  .  .  .  .f and g are linearly recursive, then so is f ) g s h , wherem m m q m m
m m .  .h s  f g . In particular, h is an interlacing of n linearlym is0 q i myi mi
recursive sequences. The main ingredients are certain subsequences of
linearly recursive sequences, and reduction of Gaussian polynomials mod-
ulo n. Our methods will also enable us to determine which linearly
recursive sequences are invertible under the quantum product, and which
are zero-divisors. The following Lemmas 5.1 and 5.2 are well known. We
give proofs in the spirit of earlier parts of the paper.
 .LEMMA 5.1. Let f s f be a linearly recursi¨ e sequence o¨er k satisfy-m
 .  .ing the relation h x . Let a , . . . , a be the roots of h x in k, the1 l
algebraic closure of k. Then, for any i, j G 0, the subsequence f  i, j. s
 .  .  j.f , f , f , . . . is linearly recursi¨ e and satisfies h x s x y a ???i iqj iq2 j j 1
 j .x y a .l
w xProof. Let A s k x , so we have identified A8 with the space of
 . .  .linearly recursive sequences. A8 is an A-module by a © f b s f ba for
 .  .  .a, b in A, f in A8. Then f s f satisfying h x means that h x © f s 0m
in A8.
 i, j. t.  iq t j.  .Note that f x s f s f x for t G 0. Hence, for g x in A,iq t j
 i, j.  ..  i  j..   .  i, j.. t .  i, j. t  ..f g x s f x g x . Thus h x © f x s f x h x sj j
 i jt  j..  iq jt  j..  j.  .  .  .f x x h x s f x h x . Since h x s h x g x for some g x inj j j
w x  .  iq jt  j..  iq jt  .  ..k x , and h x © f s 0, we have f x h x s f x h x g x sj
  . . iq jt  ..  .  i, j.  i, j.  .h x © f x q x s 0. So h x © f s 0, i.e., f satisfies h x .j j
LEMMA 5.2. Let q be a primiti¨ e nth root of 1. For integers a G b G 0,
a ra9 .  . .write a s a9n q r, b s b9n q s for 0 F r, s - n. Then s ,q qb sb9
r .where s 0 if r - s.qs
 :Proof. We consider the quantum plane k x, y with yx s qxy. For
m m l my l nm .  .  .m G 1, x q y s  x y . Note that s 0 for 0 - r - n andls0 q qrl
n n  :that x and y are in the center of k x, y . Therefore
a r ra9n a9n nx q y s x q y x q y s x q y x q y .  .  .  .  .
a9 r ra9 ni na9yi. j ryjs x y x y  /  /j /  /i qis0 js0
a9 r ra9 niqj ayniyjs x y .   /  /ji qis0 js0
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a a a t ayt b ayb .  .But also x q y s  x y . Compare the coefficients of x y ,ts0 qt
i.e., let t s b in the second sum. If s F r, take i s b9 and j s s in the
double sum. If r - s, the term x b y ayb does not appear in the double sum,
a .so s 0.qb
 .THEOREM 5.3. Let q be a primiti¨ e nth root of unity. Let f s f andm
 .  .  .m i  .g s g be linearly recursi¨ e, satisfying h x s  x y a and l x sm i i
 .n j  . x y b , respecti¨ ely. Then the quantum product f ) g s h s h ,j j q m
m m n .  .where h s  f g , is linearly recursi¨ e, satisfying u x , wherem ts0 q t mytt
 .   n n.m iqn jy1 .u x s  x y a q b .i, j i j
Proof. For 0 F r - n and d G 0,
dnqr
dn q rh s f grqdn b rqdnyb /b qbs0
r d d rs f g by Lemma 5.2 .  sq jn rysqndyj. / / sj qss0 js0
r d dr  s , n.  rys , n.s f g . .  .  j dyj /  /s j /qss0 js0
 r , n. r r  s, n.  rys, n. .Therefore, h s  f ) g , where ) is the usual convolu-ss0 qs
tion product. By Lemma 5.1, f  s, n. and g  rys, n. are linearly recursive,
 .  n.m i  .  n.n jsatisfying f x s  x y a and g x s  x y b , respectively.n i i n j j
 r , n.  .By classical results, h is linearly recursive, satisfying u x . Now h is the
0, n. 1, n. ny1, n.  w x.interlacing of h , h , . . . , h see La-T , so that h is linearly
n .recursive and satisfies u x .
w xLemma 5.2 appeared in the thesis of Gloria Olive O . The idea of using
it to prove Theorem 5.3 was suggested by Ira Gessel, and the strategy of
our proof of Theorem 5.3 was suggested by J.-P. Bezivin. We thank theseÂ
mathematicians for their suggestions.
We turn now to the group of units under ) . Recall that if q s 1, theq
result depends on the characteristic of k. If k has characteristic zero, the
)-invertible linearly recursive sequences are the nonzero geometric se-
 2 3 .quences a, ar, ar , ar , . . . . If k has positive characteristic, then a linearly
 . w xrecursive sequence f s f is invertible if and only if f s 0. See T2 form 0
a discussion of these results.
Let q be a primitive nth root of 1, ) the quantum product on theq
space L of linearly recursive sequences. Let f be the linear map of L to
 . 0, n.  .  .L given by f f s f , i.e., f f , f , f , . . . s f , f , f , . . . .0 1 2 0 n 2 n
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 .  .LEMMA 5.4. f is a surjecti¨ e algebra map of L, ) onto L, ) .q
Proof. Let f , g g L, h s f ) g. The proof of Theorem 5.3 shows thatq
h is the interlacing of h0, n., h1, n., . . . , hny1, n., where h0, n. s f 0, n.) g 0, n..
 .  . 0, n. 0, n. 0, n.  .  .Hence f f ) g s f h s h s f ) g s f f )f g . Clearly fq
is surjective.
 .LEMMA 5.5. The kernel of f is a nilpotent ideal of L,) .q
Proof. Let Z  i. be the sequence with 1 in the ith coordinate and zero
 i.  j. i q j  iqj. .elsewhere. Then Z ) Z s Z . An element f in ker f is ofq qi
 i.  .  .nthe form  a Z an infinite sum , so an element in ker f isik 0 mod n. i
of the form
a Z  i1.) ??? ) Z  i n. . i , . . . , i q q1 n
 .i , . . . , i k0 mod n1 n
 i1.  in.  .We claim that Z ) ??? ) Z s 0 if i , . . . , i k 0 mod n . Writeq q 1 n
i s a n y r with 0 - r - n for j s 1, . . . , n. There is a j9 F n y 1 suchj j j j
that r q ??? qr - n but r q ??? qr q r G n. So, for some b in k,1 j9 1 j9 j9q1
Z  i1.) ??? ) Z  i j9q1. s bZ  i1q ? ? ? qi j9.) Z  i j9q1.q q q
i q ??? qi q i1 j9 j9q1  i q ? ? ? qi qi .1 j9 j9q1s b Z .
i /j9q1 q
 .  .Now i q ??? qi q i s n a q ??? qa q r q ??? qr y n q1 j9 j9q1 1 jq1 1 j9q1
 .  .n s n a q ??? qa q 1 q r q ??? qr y n , where 0 F r1 j9q1 1 jq1 1
q ??? qr y n - n. By Lemma 5.2,jq1
i q ??? qi a q ??? qa q 1 r q ??? qr y n1 j9q1 1 j9q1 1 j9q1s .a r /  /i / j9q1 j9q1j9q1 qq
The second factor is 0 by Lemma 5.2, since r q ??? qr - n. Thus1 j9
n .ker f s 0.
 .THEOREM 5.6. f in L is ) -in¨ertible if and only if f f is )-in¨ertible.q
 .If k has characteristic zero, f is ) -in¨ertible if and only if f , f , f , . . .q 0 n 2 n
is a nonzero geometric sequence. If k has positi¨ e characteristic, f is ) -q
in¨ertible if and only if f / 0.0
 .Proof. If f is ) -invertible, then f f is )-invertible by Lemma 5.4.q
 .  .  .  .Conversely, if f f is )-invertible, with )-inverse f g , then f f )f g
  ..s e s 1, 0, 0, 0, . . . , the unit element of L under ) and ) . Thenq
f ) g y e is in ker f so f ) g s e q h, where h is ) -nilpotent byq q q
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Lemma 5.5. Since e q h is ) -invertible with ) -inverse e y h q h2q q
 .ny1 ny1  i .q ??? q y1 h where h is the i-fold ) -product of h with itself , itq
follows that f is ) -invertible. The specific form of f follows from the caseq
q s 1 described before Lemma 5.4.
 .PROPOSITION 5.7. a If k has characteristic zero, then ker f is the set of
 .  .  .zero-di¨ isors of L, ) . b If k has positi¨ e characteristic, then f s f in Lq m
 .is a zero-di¨ isor in L, ) if and only if f s 0.q 0
 .Proof. a The elements of ker f are nilpotent, hence zero-divisors. If
 .  .  .f ) g s 0 in L, with f / 0 and g / 0, then f f )f g s 0. If f f / 0,q
 .  .then f g s 0, since L, ) is an integral domain. So g s 0 if i ' 0i
 . 0, n.mod n , i.e., g s 0, in the notation of Lemma 5.1. By the proof of
Theorem 5.3, 0 s f ) g is the interlacing of w 0., . . . , w ny1., where w  i. sq
i i  j, n.  iyj, n.  i. 1. 0, n. 1, n. . f ) g . Thus each w s 0. Now w s f ) g , sincejjs0 q
0, n. 0, n.  . 1, n. 0, n.g s 0. Since f s f f / 0, we have g s 0. Suppose 0 s g
s g 1, n. s ??? s g  l , n. for l F n y 2. We show that g  lq1, n. s 0, which
implies that g s 0, a contradiction.
lq1 l q 1 lq1 .  j , n.  lq1yj , n. 0 , n.  lq1 , n.0 s w s f ) g s f ) g  /j qjs0
by the induction assumption. Thus g  lq1, n. s 0.
 .b If f g L with f / 0, then f is ) -invertible, and so not a zero-0 q
 .divisor. Conversely, if f s 0, then f f has a zero initial coordinate, i.e.,0
 . `  i.f f s  a Z . Thenis1 i
p` ` pip  i. p i pf f s a Z s a Z , .  i i  / / i , i , . . . , iis1 is1
where the multinominal coefficient has p is in the denominator. This
pi y 1 p p .  w x.  .  .coefficient s p s 0 in k see T2 . Then 0 s f f s f f .i y 1, i , . . . , i
pSo f g ker f and is nilpotent. Thus f is nilpotent and a zero-divisor.
6. THE CASE WHEN q IS NOT A ROOT OF UNITY
 .Let q / 0 in k be a nonroot of unity. Let a / 0 in k. Denote by e a
 .  2 3 .  n.  .the geometric sequence e a s 1, a, a , a , . . . s a . e a is linearlynG 0
recursive, satisfying x y a. We will show that if a and b are nonzero
 .  .  .elements of k, then e a ) e b is not linearly recursive. Let f a, b sq
n n i nyi  ..  .  .  .  .f a, b s e a ) e b . Then f a, b s  a b .n q n is0 qi
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We claim that
f a, b s a q b f a, b q ab q n y 1 f a, b , for all n G 1. .  .  .  .  .nq1 n ny1
² .
 .Note, this is a recursion relation with a nonconstant coefficient.
 .  .Note that f a, b s 1 and f a, b s a q b. We will give a direct proof0 1
 .of ² for n G 1, based on the following two properties of Gaussian
w  .  .xpolynomials A, 3.3.3 and 3.3.4 :
n y 1n n y 1 nymi s q q , .  /  /  /m m m y 1q q q
n y 1n n y 1mii s q q . .  /  / /m mm y 1q qq
n n ny1
n ny1 ny1i nyi i nyi i i nyif a, b s a b s a b q q a b .   n  /  /  /i iy1 iq q qis0 is1 is0
by ii . .
ny1 ny1
in y 1 n y 1i nyiy1 nyiy1s a a b q b qa b .  /  /i iq qis0 is0
s af a, b q bf qa, b . .  .ny1 ny1
But
f qa, b y bf qa, b .  .n ny1
ny1 ny1
n n y 1n n i i nyi i i ny1yis q a q q a b y b q a b  /  /i iq qis0 is0
ny1
n n y 1n n i i nyis q a q y q a b  /  / /i iq qis0
ny1
n y 1n n nyi i i nyis q a q q q a b by i . .  /i y 1 qis1
ny1
n y 1n i nyiy1 ns aq a b s aq f a, b . . ny1 / /i qis1
 .  .  .  .Thus we have that f a, b s af a, b q bf qa, b and f qa, b sn ny1 ny1 n
 . n  .bf qa, b q aq f a, b .ny1 ny1
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Combining these results,
f a, b s af a, b q bf qa, b .  .  .nq1 n n
s af a, b q b2 f qa, b q abqn f a, b .  .  .n ny1 ny1
ns af a, b q b f a, b y af a, b q abq f a, b .  .  .  .n n ny1 ny1
s a q b f a, b q ab q n y 1 f a, b . This is ² . .  .  .  .  .n ny1
 .Now denote f a, b by just f . If f were linearly recursive satisfying an n
relation of degree d, the Hankel matrix
f f ??? f0 1 d
f f ??? f1 2 dq1
H f s . . . .d . . .. . .
f f ??? fd dq1 2 d
 .of f would have determinant 0. We show that all Hankel matrices H fn
 .  .of f have nonzero determinant, showing that f s e a ) e b is notq
linearly recursive.
1 a q b
H f s . 2 21 a q b a q q q 1 ab q b .
 .  .has determinant q y 1 ab / 0. We proceed by induction, using ² to
perform elementary row operations on
f f ??? f0 1 nq1
f f ??? f1 2 nq2
. . .. . .. . .H f s . .nq1 f f ??? fny1 n 2 n
f f ??? fn nq1 2 nq1
f f ??? fnq1 nq2 2 nq2
 .Call the rows of H f by R , R , . . . , R . Replacing R by R ynq1 0 1 nq1 nq1 nq1
 .  n .a q b R y ab q y 1 R replaces R byn ny1 nq1
nq1 n nq2 n 2 nq1 n0, q y q abf , q y q abf , . . . , q y q f . .  .  .n nq1 2 n
 .  ny1 .Then replacing R by R y a q b R y ab q y 1 R replacesn n ny1 ny2
R byn
n ny1 nq1 ny1 2 n ny10, q y q abf , q y q abf , . . . , q y q abf . .  .  .ny1 n 2 ny1
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Continue in this way to clear out the first column beneath f and f .0 1
 .Finally, replacing R by R y a q b R , yields the matrix1 1 0
f f ??? f0 1 nq1
nq10 q y 1 abf ??? q y 1 abf .  .0 n
2 nq20 q y q abf ??? q y q abf .  .1 nq1
.. . .. . .. . .
n ny1 2 n ny10 q y q abf ??? q y q abf .  .ny1 2 ny1
nq1 n 2 nq1 n0 q y q abf ??? q y q abf .  .n 2 n
Thus
nq1q y 1 f ??? q y 1 f .  .0 n
2 nq2q y q f ??? q y q f .  .1 nq1nq1det H f s ab det . .  . . .nq1 . .. .
nq1 n 2 nq1 nq y q f ??? q y q f .  .n 2 n
Factoring q y 1 from the first column, q2 y 1 from the second
column , . . . , q nq1 y 1 from the last column, we get
det H f .nq1
f ??? f0 n
qf ??? qf1 nq1nq1 2 nq1s ab q y 1 q y 1 ??? q y 1 det .  . . .  . ..
n nq f ??? q fn 2 n
nq1 2 nq1 2 ns ab q y 1 q y 1 ??? q y 1 ? q ? q ??? q det H f . .  .  . .  . n
 .Hence det H f / 0 by induction.nq1
 .  .  .It follows by ² that f a, b is a polynomial in a and b, since f a, b s 1n 0
 .  .and f a, b s a q b. If b s 1, f a, 1 is called the nth Rogers]SzegoÈ1 n
w xpolynomial in a, as noted in Example 3 on page 49 of A . In this case, our
 .relation ² appears there as Example 6.
As explained in Section 4, we can consider H s kZ as a coquasitriangu-
lar Hopf algebra, and A in M H, the braided monoidal category of right
H-comodules. Our example shows that A8 is not closed under quantum
convolution.
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